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Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc., through counsel, American
Association of the Deaf-Blind, Association of Late Deafened Adults, California Coalition of
Agencies Serving the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc., Cerebral Palsy and Deaf Organization,
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Consumer Advocacy Network, Deaf Seniors of America, Hearing
Loss Association of America, National Association of the Deaf, and the Rehabilitation
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Engineering Research Center on Telecommunications Access (collectively, the “Consumer
Groups”) respectfully submit these Reply Comments regarding the Petition for Rulemaking 1 and
Petition for Waiver 2 (collectively, the “Petitions”) filed by AT&T Services, Inc. (AT&T) in the
above-captioned dockets pertaining to the substitution of real-time text (RTT) for text telephone
(TTY) technology on IP-based voice networks. In its Petition for Rulemaking, AT&T requests
that the Commission initiate a rulemaking proceeding to “recognize RTT as a regulatory
equivalent to and replacement for TTY for newly-deployed IP-based voice services.” 3 In its
concurrently filed Petition for Waiver, AT&T seeks a temporary waiver of Section 20.18(c),
Section 64.603, and any other rules requiring the support of TTY technology as an accessibility
solution “for AT&T’s new IP-based voice services” until “the later of the date that AT&T
deploys RTT (expected 2017) and the date that the new RTT rules become effective.” 4
The Consumer Groups reiterate their support for AT&T’s efforts to expand access to
RTT technology, 5 and agree with other commenters that the Commission should initiate a
rulemaking proceeding regarding the substitution of RTT for TTY for IP-based voice services. 6
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See Petition of AT&T Services, Inc. for Rulemaking, PS Docket Nos. 11-153, 10-255, WC
Docket No. 04-36, CG Docket Nos. 03-123, 10-213 (filed June 12, 2015) (Petition for
Rulemaking).
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See Petition of AT&T Services, Inc. for Waiver, PS Docket Nos. 11-153, 10-255, WC Docket
No. 04-36, CG Docket Nos. 03-123, 10-213 (filed June 12, 2015) (Petition for Waiver).
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Petition for Rulemaking at 5.
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Petition for Waiver at 4, 5, 9.
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See Comments of Consumer Groups, GN Docket No. 15-178 et al. (Aug. 24, 2015) (Consumer
Groups’ Comments).
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See Comments of the American Association of People with Disabilities, PS Docket No. 11-153,
at 1 (Aug. 24, 2015) (AAPD Comments) (AAPD “request[s] that the Commission open a rulemaking to amend [its] rules to allow real time text (RTT) as an alternative for TTY going
forward.”); Comments of Verizon, GN Docket No. 15-178, at 1-2 (Aug. 24, 2015) (Verizon
Comments) (Advocating that the FCC “clarify its rules to affirm that IP-enabled real-time text
(RTT) or other successor technologies can serve as an alternative to, and eventually replace,
2

Real-time text generally offers a superior accessibility solution to TTY. Real-time text is
available on devices that consumers already own – like smartphones and tablets – and does not
require users to buy and connect a separate TTY device. 7 Moreover, RTT maintains the
functionalities of TTY on IP platforms, in that it is transmitted character-by-character, allowing
for conversational, real-time communication, but RTT does not experience the reliability and
transmission issues that impact TTY when operating on an IP network. 8 The limitations of TTY
on IP networks may degrade the user experience but, importantly, also present a real danger in an
emergency, particularly if the person using TTY is unable to communicate effectively. As IP
networks have proliferated, the limitations of TTY have become clear to users on IP networks
and they have come to appreciate the advantages of native IP accessibility solutions like RTT.
For these reasons, the Consumer Groups and other commenters support AT&T’s request
that the Commission conduct a rulemaking to establish RTT as an alternative to TTY under its
rules, which will accelerate the deployment of RTT on IP networks and thereby expand the
availability of RTT to consumers. 9
In doing so, however, it is important that the FCC require that RTT be implemented on
the phone in a manner parallel to the way TTY was implemented – on the primary voice calling
dated text telephony (TTY) technology, consistent with Commission requirements.”); Comments
of IDT Telecom, Inc., PS Docket No. 11-153, at 2 (Aug. 24, 2015) (“IDT believes a rulemaking
is the appropriate vehicle for considering how the issues raised and questions presented by
AT&T should be resolved.”).
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See Consumer Groups’ Comments at 5 (Noting that RTT is a “highly mobile” accessibility
solution that is “already-available” to users with an RTT-capable smartphone, tablet, or other
Internet-connected device, which offers convenience benefits over TTY because “TTY devices
are not readily obtainable everywhere, and purchasing one is an extra cost to the user that they
would not incur buying a smartphone or other RTT-capable device.”).
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For example, as noted by AT&T, TTY tones may be degraded by echo cancellation techniques
used to improve the quality of IP-based voice communications, and TTY is subject to packet loss
that reduces the quality of the communication. Petition for Rulemaking at 7.
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See AAPD Comments, Verizon Comments at 2-4.
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function of the phone, so that the call can begin with either RTT or voice, and that either RTT or
voice can subsequently be introduced later in the call and used at any time in the call. Finally,
for terminal equipment, any terminal equipment with a multiline display and text generation
capability must be able to support sending and receiving RTT on the call.
Should the Commission decide to issue a declaratory ruling that RTT is an acceptable
alternative to TTY rather than conduct a rulemaking, as advocated by Omnitor AB, 10 or if the
Commission decides to issue that clarification now and then conduct a rulemaking, the
Consumer Groups would support those approaches as well.
The Consumer Groups would also support a rulemaking to explore technologies that are
provided in addition to RTT for IP-based environments other than SIP or IMS. CTIA – The
Wireless Association and the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) have proposed
that the Commission conduct a rulemaking to allow for the substitution of RTT for TTY, but that
such a proceeding be aimed at providing flexible, technologically neutral rules to replace the
rules requiring support for only TTY. 11 Regardless of the approach taken by the FCC, it is
critical that users have access to a single, fully interoperable communications medium.
Interoperability is key. TTY was universally usable only because one standard was supported by
10

Comments of Omnitor AB, GN Docket No. 15-178, at 3 (Aug. 24, 2015) (Omnitor AB states
that the “petition for rulemaking is a good initiative and we suggest that it shall be supported”
but asks that the Commission make a “rapid determination without rule change” that RTT
functionality is allowable under the rules.).
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See Comments of CTIA – The Wireless Association, GN Docket No. 15-178, at 1, 10 (Aug.
24, 2015) (Advocating that the Commission should “affirm RTT as one alternative to TTY,
while also affirming CMRS provider and equipment manufacturer flexibility to consider any
solution that can meet the needs of deaf, hard of hearing, and speech-impaired consumers who
may have previously used wireless TTY.”); Comments of the Telecommunications Industry
Association, GN Docket No. 15-178, at 2-3, 6-7 (Aug. 24, 2015) (Stating that TIA “agrees with
the sentiment that discussion in the form of a rulemaking proceeding is needed about solutions to
replace TTY and that AT&T’s RTT approach may be one possible alternative” but that TIA
“encourage[s] the Commission to ensure any rulemaking effort has as its foundation the key
principles of flexibility, technological neutrality, and feasibility . . ..”).
4

all networks and all terminal devices. The Consumer Groups do not have any objection to
additional means to communicate through RTT if those methods could provide advantages to
users (as was the case for TTYs with Turbo Code and other methods). But, as with TTY, those
methods should be in addition to, not instead of, the one common RTT method that is supported
by all networks and terminal devices. This rulemaking could also support the process for the
eventual replacement of RFC 4103 RTT in the future using the same approach used by industry
for retiring older voice codecs. The Consumer Groups advocate that whatever approach the
Commission opts for, it should establish RTT as a regulatory alternative to TTY as quickly as
possible, in addition to or while exploring other alternatives.
Regardless of the Commission’s approach in establishing RTT as a regulatory alternative
for TTY, it is critical that the Commission adopt certain standards and conditions to ensure that
RTT services are interoperable and to maximize the functionalities of RTT for consumers.
Specifically, the Consumer Groups support the conditions proposed by AT&T that, to be
considered a regulatory alternative to TTY, RTT must be “interoperable with (1) TTY (TIA825A/ITU v.18 standard) until TTY is sunset, and (2) RTT with other [Voice over Internet
Protocol] networks.” 12 In order to ensure the interoperability of RTT services, it is critical that
the Commission specify a common standard – the Consumer Groups propose RFC 4103 – for all
networks that can support it and for all network and terminal devices connected to these
networks. Networks that cannot support RFC 4103 can adopt another RTT standard as long as it
is reliable, is supported by all network and terminal equipment on that network, and converts to
RFC 4103 when connecting to networks that support RFC 4103.
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Petition for Rulemaking at 5-6.
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Note that establishing RFC 4103 as the required common interoperability standard for
RTT on any network that can support it does not limit the ability of any company to introduce
another RTT standard as well. And, if the additional standard proves superior and is eventually
adopted on all other networks and terminal equipment, the FCC could at a later date establish
that standard as the new common interoperability standard. The establishment of RFC 4103 as
the interoperability standard now, however, is critical to ensure interoperability of RTT services,
and avoid the situation that occurred in IP based IM where users could not contact one another
unless they each knew which variant of IM the other person used and had installed an application
that was compatible with that particular variant of IM. The only other way to ensure
interoperability would be to require that every terminal support all of the formats used by other
terminals, which may not be practical or even possible, particularly as new formats are
introduced.
And, as stated above, the Consumer Groups reiterate that to be equivalent to TTY, RTT
on any IP voice network must be implemented as a parallel means of communication on all voice
calls, and not as a separate means of text only communication. To maximize the user
functionalities of RTT services, RTT must be available such that the user can use RTT-only,
RTT simultaneous with Voice, or Voice-only, and that these different options can be initiated at
any time during a call. It is also important that any of these three options can be invoked within
a single call such that once the person has called using one of these methods, the other methods
can be initiated during the same call. The user should not have to make one call in voice and
another in RTT to achieve a call using voice and RTT.
Finally, the Consumer Groups recognize that the limitations of TTY on IP networks
present an obstacle and potential source of liability for carriers deploying IP networks, and
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therefore generally support AT&T’s request for waiver of the TTY obligations “for AT&T’s new
IP-based voice services.” 13 However, because consumers could be left without access to either
TTY or RTT during the waiver period, the waiver should be limited in duration to what is
absolutely necessary for carriers to implement RTT on IP-based networks. The Consumer
Groups therefore advocate that the Commission should consider establishing a date-certain by
when RTT is anticipated to be widely available on IP networks, and the waiver would terminate
on the later of that date or the date when the proposed RTT rules become effective. Furthermore,
any penalties for lack of support for TTY or RTT should escalate over time.
The Consumer Groups anticipate that the Commission – in consultation with carriers, the
deaf and hard of hearing community, manufacturers, and other interested stakeholders – should
be able to establish a date-certain for RTT implementation as RTT technologies are already
widely available and AT&T has predicted that it will have RTT deployed by 2017. 14 This
deadline is important to minimize the impact of the waiver on deaf, deaf-blind, and hard of
hearing consumers and so should carry an enforcement mechanism to discourage
noncompliance. The Consumer Groups also ask that the Commission only grant a waiver of the
TTY rules if it also conducts and completes the rulemaking requested by AT&T in order to
facilitate the timely deployment of important RTT services for consumers.
In sum, the Consumer Groups support AT&T’s request that the Commission initiate a
rulemaking to facilitate the development and deployment of RTT services on IP networks. The
Consumer Groups would also support a declaratory ruling that RTT is a regulatory alternative to
TTY issued either pending a rulemaking or in lieu of a rulemaking. Notwithstanding the
13

See Petition for Waiver at 4, 5, 9.
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See RERC Notice of Ex Parte, GN Docket No. 13-5, 26-30 (Dec. 5, 2013) (RERC-TA R1
proposal on a common real-time text proposal), available here; Petition for Waiver at 9.
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approach used, the Commission should adopt the conditions laid out above to ensure that RTT
services are backwards-compatible with TTY and interoperable with RTT services on other
networks. Finally, the Consumer Groups generally support the waiver requested by AT&T, but
ask that the Commission consider establishing a date-certain by which the waiver will expire
unless the RTT rules have not yet taken effect, in which case the waiver would expire on that
date.
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